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Street-children and Farming 
A viable social business prospect 

 

 

New “ONE” Practice  

 

Executive conclusion 

Through the Investment in 1,4 hectare land and creating a combination of Tree and Fish/chicken 
farming business projects in total 2.459.000.000 IDR/149.800 Euro, we are able to provide shelter, 
food and daily needs as the foundation for 40+ street-children to get a much better life, provide jobs 
in farmer areas for 3-6 younger generation people,  minimize the negative consequences of 
urbanization for so many families and create a profit of sales on trees after 9 years of 

5.012.560/305.300 Euro. As such it creates funding for the expansion of the project.  

Background 

During my spiritual journey since 2007, through my teaching of children, students and emerging 
country leaders in Danida’s PPC programs, my work for a greener cooperative mindset in GreenBlue 

A/S, as well as my own specific travelling and stay in Indonesia, I founded The star to peace - 

movement in 2010 (from earlier Happiness Academy and Foundation for ecology and education in 
Bali).  

I have met many different areas in Indonesia that need our support and service. 

Our mission in Indonesia: SAVE CHILDREN AND NATURE. 

 

Strategy:  To work with Anaklangit (“Sky children” ie. street childrens place in Tangerang) to 
create viable solutions in business, social, and community for children and nature.   

Objectives:  1. Create the foundation for street children and nature to grow in viable ways. 

 2. Help society as such to see a coherent way to secure a future of continuous 

growth for all of us, through our children and nature. 
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 3. To provide the practical success stories for being integral and circular economy 

communities, that collaborate, communicate, contribute and co-create through a 
common responsibility for all.   

 Our Projects: 

“I, WE, US” projects for children and nature:  

1. Anaklangit (sky-children) community for up to 200 street-children established as private 

initiative in 2004 – Giving children/youth a place to be, to know and to share – for existence, 
education and ecology. (projects include – education-, pre-school-, post-school-, business-, 

entrepreneurship-, music-art-, farming-, recycling-, cleanup- activities etc.). We support with 
teaching, love for kids, music advisory and viable business concepts in practice.  

2. Farmers Co-operation (involving farmers community in serving nature and street children in 
cities through their business activities) – in preparation phase 

3. Conceptualize New “ONE” Practice by describing the actual practices as inspiration and 

foundation for adapting to own situation in one’s own community. As described in my book in 
process “New “One” Way – the 8 steps to connected living”. In progress. 

SITUATION 

The situation are that there is a strong need for better and more facilities and funds for more children 

places like Anaklangit, as the urbanization is growing fast in Jakarta and Indonesia with less and less 

jobs to support the increase of people in the cities.  

In the land areas like Banjar there is a big need for jobs also in the traditional farmers areas and 

methods (which is why many people seek their luck in the big cities causing trouble for families to be 
able to provide for their children – and then sending them on the streets for begging, prostitution etc. 

or even just through them out in poverty without any education or means to provide for themselves.  

We have 5 projects in process and preparation, all based on local circular economy, and integral 

mindset and execution (as described in www.thestartopeace.org) and so far only on my personal very 

limited sponsorship (lots of social work/ time and supporting money invested). 

This description focuses only on Anaklangit and Farmers (powered by S2P) in Banjar – a transit 

community in West Java in Indonesia. 

 

 

The program/projects: Anaklangit/Farmers Co-operation  

Big-Idea:  

To move from individual focus in farmers business to social interest to 
higher contribution through stronger collaboration, and sharing of 
responsibility of social and community activities.   
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Objectives:  

To create better harmony between business for farmers related to their time invested, 
creating a stronger alignment to nature and the local community’s needs, for a future 

in a higher value perspective of community through more co-operation regarding Rice, 
Fish, Chicken, Trees – and complementary seeds 

To train a younger generation of un-employed people in farming and minimize the Un-

successful urbanization  

More clean nature production and use of watering systems in dry periods 

To recycle nature trash and un-organic trash– through hand crafts etc. 

Ad jobs for the poor people in farming areas, while serving needing children in cities –  

Share profits for street children and orphans in local and surrounding city communities  

Strategy: 

We buy or rent land for tree planting, rice field and fish/chicken farming in a 

combination for long term investment and short term profit through daily operation 

Creating expanded interest among skilled people (specialists) and farmers to create 

owned corporation/company to operate it  

Support community social work at the same time through more jobs and vocational 

training. 

 

Description of options:  

 RICE farming (just included for comparison of the described solutions): 

Situation and options 

In the Banjar area about 50% of the farmers (appx 1000) only grow on their land in one out 

of four periods – the rain season. Others use watering systems etc. to grow more rice. Many 
only use old cleaning methods of the soil.  

The idea is to expand the growing of rice by renting land from the farmers in remaining 2-3 

periods for 3-5 years, to show them new ways to use their land and become higher 
contributors in different ways to common business and social responsibilities of creating 

enough food in Indonesia, in community and in ways that also align to our Earth for coming 
generations. 

Steps: 
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Create R&D field area for testing of different growth methods and tools, as well as bio 

methods. 

Invoke farmers for interest in 3-5 years rental, co-operation about production methods, seeds 

types and profit – for common sharing of social responsibility for younger workers. 
  

Investment, Operations and Profit per hectare land. IDR in 1000 (100Euro=1,5mio IDR). 

Investment       IDR 1.169.428/71.500 Euro 
 

Cost of Operations / yearly     IDR      11.950 
  

Profit from sales and investments yearly   IDR      63.650/ 3.900 Euro 
 

Breakeven point for investment (not sale of land) 18 years 

 

TREES farming: 

Situation and options 

The market for trees is still high priced in the local market and international, and will be even 
more in the future when people want to live more close to nature and use things for building 

of nature products.   

Trees is naturally a longer time investment, but relative sure business for the right areas, 

which Banjar area is without any vulcano or tsunami risk.  

 

Steps: 
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Buy land.  

Buy and prepare for fertilizer, seeds/plants, equipment  for cleaning the land. – 1 week 

Train the younger farmers. – 3 days 

Challenges:  

The major challenge is the watering systems depending on the land placement – so we may 

have to drill a well for water.   

Investment, Operations and Profit per hectare land. IDR in 1000 (100Euro=1,5mio IDR). 

Investment in land (1,2 hectare)   IDR 2.002.000/121.900 Euro 
 
Cost of Operations / yearly    IDR      76.160 
 
Profit from sales and investments / after 9 years IDR 5.012.560/305.300 Euro 
(only sales of trees, not land-area) 
 

Fish and Chicken farming 

Situation and options 

Fish and chicken farming is also a natural part of the value in the household of farmers as 
waste from chicken are food for fish – and the pond can be used for drying rice during 

harvest periods. We suggest the combined fish and chicken solution as it minimized land cost 

and optimize production and break-even point for the investment. 

 

Steps: 

Buy land and clean area in one week. 

Build the fish pond, and the chickens cave (above the pool) in 3 months. 
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Prepare and farmers training in a week. 

Buy fish and chicken in optimal size combination.  

 

 

 

 

Investment, Operations and Profit per hectare land. IDR in 1000 (100Euro=1,5mio IDR). 

Investment of land (2100 m2) and building  IDR 457.297/28.120 Euro 
 
Cost of Operations / yearly     IDR 166.910 
 
Profit from sales and investments yearly   IDR 178.490/11.000 Euro 
 
Break-even time     3 years 

 

Combining and expanding for highest impact according to our mission 

As the purpose is to combine the benefit of create and operate a profitable business with the social 
responsibility we all have for our children and nature – we are suggesting a solution of combining a 

long term investment of plantation of trees with a short term operation of fish and chicken farming – 

so excluding the Rice farming as it demands bigger investment for the same profit.  

In that way we are able to provide for shelter, food and daily needs for street children and orphans in 

city-areas at the same time as we are creating jobs in the farming areas and minimizing the 
urbanization consequences by teaching younger generation about business, farming and nature 

cycles of life as well as social responsibility - and giving them the help they need as they grow 
stronger into serving and contributing citizens. 
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The yearly profit of appx. IDR 100 mio. for the combined solution, means that we can accommodate 
30 children for the 9 years Tree investment period (in practice 10 child per 3 years), at the cost in 

average at 1.5 Mio. IDR per child per month, and can provide shelter and facilities to even 10-15 

more, through 50% external financing of the land used for farming of trees and Fish/chicken with a 
value of IDR 1,3 bio. 

So through the Investment of 2.459.000.000 IDR/149.800 Euro, we are able to provide 
and give the foundation for 40+ children to get a much better life, provide jobs in farmer 

areas for 3-6 younger generation people, help minimize the consequences of urbanization 

for so many families and create a profit on the trees after 9 years of 5.012.560/305.300 
Euro.  

This project can be expanded in Banjar area up to 5-7 times depending on land for sale availability.      

In that way we all take responsibility for our own life as well as nature and giving others the 

opportunity for a better life – which we are all able to carry forward in the best way. 

For all project-elements we have links and are partnering to specialist people, and connections in 
different communities from West Jakarta (West) to Bali(East), to fulfil our mission, starting in Banjar 

West Java. 

Time. 

All projects can be started soonest according to plan and detailed budget. 

Relevant Experiences for involved team-members and connected projects 
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Jan, ex. Global Deloitte Consulting Partner, with experience of leading change and business 

development projects in many countries (developed and emerging countries)   

Ellysse, ex.Directors PA and program manager in Indonesian Construction Company for 9 years 

Arya, ex. Project controller in Indonesian Construction Company for 7 years 

Wisnu, expert rice and fish farmer and specialist in optimized and alternative farming  

Riswan, tree and fish farmer 

Encu Samsudin, expert tree farmer 

Wa Harun, Leader of Anaklangit Community Tangerang with 200 children connected for daily care, 

education and teaching of ecology. 

Other Anaklangit leaders – business, teaching, child-care of children from extreme conditions (lots of 

heart), fish and chicken farming expertise as well as teaching and business development under 
extreme conditions.  

 
The journey begins by mastering the Art of  

Collaboration, Communication, Co-creation, Contribution 
For your true adventurous power. 

 

Ignite the passion of fire from within, let the creative you 
explore every new corner with excitement, bridging every gap 

in awe, facing the fog without fear waiting for it to clear, 
celebrate every little victory, rest in the breezes and the 

starlight of the night, while you and your fellow travellers know 
and expect the adventures to never end………… 
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Circular principles for SAVE CHILDREN AND NATURE Projects  

 
Giving children/youth a place to be, to know and to share – for existence, education and ecology – a circular 
economy programs.  

Teach and train some young generations un-employed to support business workers and farmers (most are poor 
people) 

1:  Create business and open job for poor people. 

 
Identify the right business concept in the local area to provide people with job opportunities. 
 
Develop skills in people by on the job training (1 skilled + 1 unskilled in every job) 
-       The Result are people in jobs, and made ready for jobs, and profit used for the most needy. 

2:  All profit in business will be distributed for “Save children and nature” projects. 

First provide shelter and food (using fishing gear principle) 
 

Educate in basic living skills in harmony with divine, nature and people (from inside out) 
 
Create aligned actions through local community initiatives for nature purpose – and to share with others  
 

- The Results are better use of nature, people ready to contribute, and all basic need meet. 

3: Expand through private entrepreneurship in a balanced way to expand business into self-reliant 
activities.  

1 employee + 1 unskilled + volunteer helpers.  

Support with onsite training related to stage of business – economics, service and leadership. 
 

- The Results are well-prepared self-reliant people that can support step 1 in expansion – so the circle is 
completed.  
 

All for the sake of giving children/youth a place to be, to know and to share – existence, education and ecology. 
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